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ABSTRACT 

This paper examines a method of using heat recovery 
and aquifer wells to provide an HVAC system that is 
economically and ecologically friendly as well as being 
energy efficient. It is applicable for any new or existing 
building with a high internal load and where aquifer wells 
can produce water in the 50°F to 77°F (10°C to 25°C) 
range. It specifically examines a large school building with 
an HVAC system designed for use with high-temperature 
water from natural gas boilers. It compares results ob
tained by incorporation of an energy management sy.1tem 
with those obtained by modification of system design. The 
paper demonstrates the important role geothermal energy 
can play in the future. 

INTRODUCTION 

The objective of this study was to design an energy
efficient HV AC system for a high school to replace one 
that had been designed with the classroom portion being 
essentially a two-pipe system. All heating for these rooms 
was accomplished by the ventilation air system, which used 
high-temperature hot water from a gas-fired boiler also 
required to power the cooling system. 

The problem was further complicated by climatic con
ditions that might require heating of all classrooms in the 
morning and cooling of some or all rooms in the afternoon. 
Variations in student load also had to be considered if even 
temperatures were to be maintained. 

The high school is a windowless complex that was put 
into initial operation by the Bay County, Florida, school 
board in Puwna City in August 1973. The overall com
plex includes a single floor of classrooms, shops, band 
room, choral room, library, and cafeteria and a two-story 
gymmisium area. The complex has an overall floor area of 
approximately 210,000 square feet, of which 174,743 
square feet is controlled, conditioned space. 

'Ihe student population is more than 2,000 and ac
tivities include those normaJ to a high school of th.is size. 
Bay County fields. an excellent swimming team, which 
trains in an outdoor Olyrupic~si:r.e pool located on the 
campus. 

Cooling D!liiil heating for the original HV AC system 
was supplied by two high-temperature bot wate1·, two-stage, 
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absorption chillers and two gas-fired, natural gas boilers. 
All heating for classrooms was ilCCOmplished by ventilation 
air units since classroom units had no heating coils. Large 
assembly areas~ such as the gymnasium, library, cafeteria, 
and band and choral rooms, are served by air-handling 
units with both heating and cooling coils. 

Boiler capacity was sufficient to handle either the 
chiller requirements or the combined heating requirements 
for the building, the athletic showers, the make-up kitchen 
wash water, and the swimming pool heating. However, the 
system design did not provide the flexibility of heating and 
cooling the classrooms simultaneously, which resulted in 
very uneven temperatures in the classroom areas. Load 
analysis revealed that those rooms with m exposure of two 
walls and the ceiling required cooling d{)WD to ambient 
37°F (1°C) with full occupancy and lights; those with a 
single wall and ceiling exposure required cooling down to 
29°F (-1°C); and those with only ceiling exposure 
required cooling to 15°F (-10°C). Thus, except on a 
handful of days each year, classroom heating is limited to 
early morning warm-up and the ability to offset variations 
in occupancy. 

LOAD CALCULATIONS 

The original system resulted in overall utilities con
sumption for the school of 360,000 Btu (105,480 W-h) per 
square foot each year. The first steps in reducing this were 
to eliminate heating of the swimming pool and to install an 
energy management system. With this corrective action, 
consumption was reduced to 166,000 Btu (48,638 W-h) per 
square foot per year. 

For further reduction, the following were examined: 

1. Load characteristics 
2. System type 
3. Chilled-water range 
4. Condensing wate.r range 

5. Condensing means 
6. Heating water range 
7. Domestic bot water 

temperature and source 

Load calculations indicated that the original 460-ton 
capacity was S\tfficient to handle normal student population 
with 2 watts per square foot of lighting ruid 15 cfm of 
outside air per person. Inside design was set at 75°F 
(20"C) DB with 55% RH and outside at 92°F (35°C) DB 
and 78°F (25"C) WB. 
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From an analysis of the classrooD'l load calculations, it 
was obvious that all occupied classrooms would require 
some cooling of about 40°F (S 0 C) ambient; even below 
that, the heating requirements could be handled with 
ventilation air heated by water in the condensing water 
temperature range. Thus, the only heating problem would 
be in bringing the empty ·classrooms up to occupancy 
temperature. 

The 460-ton (1,618-kWh) maximum load was being 
served with chilled water with a 10°F (S°C) range con
trolled by three-way valves. By changing to two-way 
modulating valves (installing a bypass to ensure main
tenance of sufficient flow) and changing the range to 16°F 
(10°C), the maximum flow rates and pumping power could 
be reduced by about 40 % • 

A change from absorption to centrifugal units would 
reduce both condensing water quantity and range. How
ever, if a 20°F (10°C) range could be used instead of the 
normal 10°F (S°C), condenser water quantity could be 
reduced from 1,380 gpm (87 Lis) to 690 gpm (43.5 Lis). 
Further, the 20-degree range would favor using condenser 
water for heating and, if two chillers were piped in series 
with chilled water and condensing water in counterflow, 
the two chillers would operate at close to the same dif
ferential. 

If the condensing water was to be used for heating and 
reheat, it should be in a closed loop and not go through an 
open cooling tower. With well water available at 68°F 
(20°C) to 72°F (22°C), a plate-and-frame heat exchanger 
could replace the usual cooling tower and provide conden
sing water at 7S°F (24°C) instead of the usual 87°F 
(30°C) normal for a cooling tower in this area. This would 
aJl<>W the 20°F (10°C) range and simultan~ly provide 
gre81er efficiency from the low-tempera~ · chiller and 
save the difference in operating energy between the well 
pw0ps and the cooling tower fans. , 

Examination of the heating load indicated that warm-up 
heating requirements could be handled. by the heat rejected 
from the high-ie~rature chiller, operating with l~ving 
cbilled w~ at S2°F (11°C) and with condenser water 
1e'aving · at f&°F (38°C): This lower temperature water 
w~ld require additional ·coil surface from the origi.D8.J 
installation but seemed to be practical if the cooling coils 
could be converted 19 heating coils during the warm-up 
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Domestic hot water would still require be.atilig for 1ise 
as the cafeteria wash water, But members of the athletic 
department felt they could operate with shower water in the 
95"F (35°C) area. . . . , 

Accordioaly, It ~as de<;ided that the best s<>luti<?Ii was 
to provide e:OOling with a · more efficient sy~tem ~ing' 
chlµe~ ~~ in Se~~ e:ouote~i)~w. fyllll,'~& .. en~~~Y, 
requirements w~ul~ !?e' ¥uced by ~banging die ·c.hil; ~
water range from "iO"F (5 °C) to l66 F (10°C) liid th~ 
oonil~in . ~ raflge· from lO"F (S0 C) ro 20°F' {I l 0 t). 
~imUJbnep\1y';:·au control valv~ wouJ~ t?e cbailged from 
·~ • .. ,. ' • t#' l j f • O I 9 • 

three-way modulating to two-way modulating. Thus, only 
that water required by the instantaneous load would be 
delivered to each unit. 

Heating would, in most periods, involve transferring 
recovered heat from areas requiring cooling to those 
requiring heating. Supplemental heat would be furnished by 
aquifer well water transferred through a plate-and-frame 
heat exchanger. Thus, the aquifer water would provide a 
heat source/sink by transferring heat to the chilled water 
during the heating cycle and absorbing heat from the 
condenser water during the cooling cycle. To successfully 
effect changes, three control schemes would be devel
oped-normal cooling with reheat, normal heating, and 
early morning warm-up. Although all changes in water 
flow would be accomplished with automatic valves and 
could be programmed into the EMS, the authors preferred 
initiating the changes by selection buttons to allow for 
variables and to ensure complete shutdown between modes. 

With the lead chiller supplying 44°F (7°C) leaving 
chiifed water at a leaving condenser water temperature of 
8S°F (20°C) and the lag chiller operating at 52°F (11°C) 
leaving chilled-water temperature and 95°F (3S 0 C) leaving 
condenser water temperature, the system produced 460 tons 
(1,618 kWh) at an EER of 20.79 or a coefficient of 
performance (COP) of 6.09. Therefore, using the accepted 
efficiency of 27 % of delivered electrical power, the overall 
efficiency of the centrifugal system for cooling would be 
27 % X 6.09 or 164 % versus the absorption system, where 
.the -boiler has an efficiency in the 90 % to 9S % range 
reduced to less than 60% with the absorber included. 
Similarly, on the heating cycle and using the lag chiller 
cooling from 60°F (1S 0 C) to 52°F (11°C) and with a 
100°F (38°C) leaving condenser water temperature, the 
COP was 7 .. 62. The resulting efficiency of 27 % X 7 .62 or 
205 % again far exceeds the boiler efficiency of 90 % to 
9S%. 

CONTROL SEQUENCE SCHEMES 

The next step w~ to develop a control sequence that 
would satisfy Classroom variations in lighting and occupan
cy as well as outdoor variations in temperature and solar 
~lation. Control scheme A (Figure 1) was established for 
w,e whenever outside temperatures exceed SS°F (13°C). 

·· Under control scheme A, both chillers are activated 
and return chilled water; temperature is .the controlling 
Iriedium. The lag chiller controls to provide leaving chilled 
water at 51.:.F ~1J °C). When. chil~ed wate~ retum:ing from 
the systein drops to 52°F (1 1°C), this chil er secilres and 
th~' lead c hiller ci..rries tile load to pnxhicc{ ihe constant 
l~ving chilled-water temperature of .44 °F (7 t.). C oseld
lodp oobde~r water J>llSSCS thro'!Jgh the seC.ond side 
(t~ted-watit side) of the plate-and-frame hear ex banger 
in oounterllow with the 8quifer' (well) wii.ter.' This aquifer 
water i~ ' contn?lltd in quanrity' so . that oiily enough well 
water is pumped to p~u~ return condenser \;VM r to the 
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Figure 1 Control scheme A ·-nonnal cooling with reheat. 

storage tank at 95°F (35°C). Thus, the need for a cooling 
tower is eliminated. 

Classroom units are supplied with ambient outside air 
and chilled water only. All other air-handling systems are 
provided with chilled water and condenser water for reheat 
where humidity may be a problem. 

Control scheme B (Figure 2) was established for use 
with outside temperatures ranging between 40"F (5°C) and 
55°F (13°C). Under control scheme B, only the lag chiller 
is activated; the return condensing water temperature to the 
storage tank is the controlling medium. The treated-water 
side of the plate-and-frame heat exchanger carries closed
loop chilled water, and the aquifer water is co~trolled so~ 
to only supplement the returning chilled water with enough 
beat to produce a leaving cond~r water ~mperatuie in 
the'95°F (35°C) to 100°F (38°C) range.' Thus q,e ~uifer 
water be.comes a hea.t source. Classroom unit.S are Supplied 
with oµts'ide air at' 85°F (30°C) an'd c;hilled water. All 
otJlef air:-handlmg unj.ts.~e pi;ovided wii)i !:K>tli. ~p.illed ail~ 
co~densenyater._ ' , . .. -· . .. , · . ' . ·. ~ : ~. · 

Coptrol schi:me f (Figure 3) wa&, ~~lis~.~ f~f ' ~1)r'. 
~min* ~a~up ~4 (~r ~- s\v~.eii tli~,out~o?r.!C~~ra;:: 
ture was not ex~~ to exceed. ~

0

'! ~s .. ~.t;:). ¥J:\~~r.~nlf~l 
schem~ . c;:, again only the .lag cJµller .as activated, with 
retu~ · w8.ier ti> the storage tank be~g ·the ·oookoitlni 
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medium. The treated-water side of the heat exchanger 

carries the closed-loop chilled water, and the aquifer wa'ter 
is controlled to provide only enough heat to maintain the 
leaving condenser water temperature between 9s°F (35°C) 
and 100°F (38°C). In this mode, classroom units are 
provided with outside air at 60°F (15°C) and condenser 
water for heating. 

Note that a single pla~-and-frame beat exchanger with 
aquifer water at 68°F (20°C) to 72.°F (22°C) passing 
through the "treating medium" side bas been used for all 
control schemes. Some system, improveJDf'.ilt might be 
ob~ed by using separate beat exchangers for the conden
smg water and the chilled water so that true counterflow is 
obtain~ in eaeh. However~ both system cost and well 
water Use would increase if this were done. With a single 
heat exc~ger, careful exalllination of heatin~ and cooling 
loads is required to determine the correct · changeover 
between schemes A and B and between schemes B and C. 

J • If • • • 

Under all control sctiemes, outside air is not iotro-
du~ ~~ring J~e ~i~P or cool-doy.in 'periOcl. General 

4,~~~~· b?t ·~;uer . ii>_ ~i.9.~~1 by ctr:u1.~tio~)~~ug~ 
®!!~~1:1 ~ater sto~&e-. ~ ~J'P~~~tal ti<,?9~~r ~ot ~ter 
h~~[1;i.(~1ti~,~~~~. 7 .•: m. ~t~ t;3,9cJ~~j .. ~'\ pro~i-~~ 
~~ nr~~: .m.c~~ f!l~ caf'~era Yf~. \If.~~~- .~~t~g· of 
the s.w1m~g .. pool. :-v*r· is .• ~¢1>.~is~ea: bf. 'oianu~lly 
~i_l9~ ~P ~b;sti~~ .IM'.i.~in;n#~1;water'f?~~~~.\l,~~r 
m the pfate-and-fra:me heat exdiai:iger. ThiS ~ be ar-
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Fig11.re 2 Control scheme B-normal heating, balanced loads. 
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ranged only with the system in the cooling mode but does 
operate satisfactorily in the late spring and early fall 
periods (April 15 to November 15). A separate plate-and
frame heat exchanger, piped in parallel with the well water 
unit, should be used for this to be a reliable alternative. 

RESULTS 

The high school operated with its renovated HV AC 
system for the first time during the 1987-88 school year. 
The new system reduced annual energy consumption from 
166,000 Btu (48,638 W-h) per square foot to 63,400 Btu 
(18,576 W-h) per square foot. Additionally, all classrooms 
were maintained in a comfortable temperature range. 

Figures 4 and 5 offer a comparison of the results 
obtained with an energy management system and with a 
system design based on heat recovery and the use of 
aquifer wells instead of cooling towers and boilers. The 
original system was operated in the 1980-81 school year at 
a total utilities cost of $202,032 or $1.15 per square foot. 
In school year 1986-87, the year before the system change, 
by eliminating swimming pool heating and the install11tion 
of an energy management system, this cost had been 
reduced to $180,175 or $1.03 per square foot. School year 
1987-88 was the first year of operation with the new 
system, and heating of the swimming pool was not 
included. The total cost was $115,642 or $0.66 per square 
foot. Finally, by adding in heating of the pool from April 
15 to November 15, the 1988-89 figures reflect a total 
utilities cost of $125,171 or $0.72 per square foot. 

Figure 6 compares monthly costs of utilities between 
1986-87 and 1987-88. Gas rates averaged $0.37 per therm 
in this period. Electric rates averaged $0.051 per kWh 
including demand charges and increased fuel fees. 

Study of the first three years reveals similar savings in 
energy for each year, but with a gradual increase in energy 
cost. Comparing these three years with the last year with 
the original system, savings were more than $180,000. The 
total cost of the conversion was $266,912, which included 
the cost of drilling two six-inch supply wells to a depth of 
650 feet and two six-inch injection wells to a depth of 350 
feet. A ~imilar installation using screw chillers would have 
cost less than the centrifugal chillers. However, the higher 
COP with the centrifugal chillers provided a shorter 
payback period even with the higher cost. Because of the 
tonnage required, reciprocating chillers were not con
sidered for this installation. However, both reciprocating 
and screw chillers have been used on smaller instalfations 
with good results in both energy consumption and operating 
cost. .. 

CONCLUSIONS • ' ;. 

The results on this and other installations offer convin
cing evidence that, where aquifer water· in the range of 
S0°F (10°C) to 77°F (25°C) is available, installations 
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using aquifer wells will sav~ energy because of the high 
COPs produced with chillers operating in the series
counterflow arrangement. The COP will be highest with 
centrifugal chillers, a little lower with screw machines, and 
still lower with recipf9C&ting chillers. But with any of 
thf'.se, the combination of COP times the overall efficiency 
of electrical power generation and distribution exceeds that 
of any other heating means. The lower the aquifer tempera
ture, the higher the COP during the cooling cycle but it 
will also be lower during the beating cycle. Thus, the 
combination with beat recovery on high internal load 
applications will benefit the energy efficiency of the 
system. From an economic standpoint, savings in opera
tions costs will depend upon variation in utility rates. 

For those.applications requiring humidity control, such 
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as libraries, museul]JS, and computer installations, these 
systems provide warm water for reheat purposes with no 
additional expenditure of energy. In most new insbdlations, 
variable-air-volume (VA V) units with coils in the reheat 
position can be used to control final area heat and humidity 
as required. 

An added plus is the environmental benefit produced. 
With no boiler or furnace involved, there are no products 
of combustion released to the atmosphere during the 
heating cycle. By reinjection of the water into wells, the 
atmospheric beat pollution that would occur with either a 
cooling tower or air-cooled condensers is avoided. Thus, 
systems of this design will save energy and atmospheric 
pollution and in most cases will also save operating and 
maintenance costs. 
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